Abstract. Robot vision is a combination of cameras with computational algorithms that are used to manipulate the visual data in real time. The visual data which are obtained will be used as a reference for doing detection and tracking of the object. In this study, it needs a system that can detect and track a ball correctly on any particular circumstances. Therefore, the system is created by using two methods. Circle Hough Transform method is used to detect a ball, while CAMSHIFT method is used to track the ball. Combining these two methods is very suitable with 100% accuracy. In its application, the object ball can be detected correctly even though it full, three-quarter, and the half part of the ball is visible. The farthest distance obtained robots to track the ball which reaches up to 900 cm, with a processing time of approximately 0.1073 seconds.
Introduction
Object tracking is one of the processes in determining the real objects or image using a computer system. The process of tracking can be performed directly using the external data [1] . External data sources that are received will be processed and converted into a digital data. The results of this data processing can be directly tracked the objects specified by color or shape. A lot of research that develops about robot vision, from industry to the world of Robotics [2] - [5] . To be able to identify targets and track, it takes the relevant approach method. One of the approaches is to utilize digital image processing. Tracking objects according to nature can be divided into three groups, namely: features, models and opticalflow [6] .
Before formulating the tracking of objects, the most important operation is to identify the characteristics of an object. It can be any shape, color, texture, or size [7] . For example, detection of a luminous object distances can be overcome by using the method of moments [8] . This method is the basic method of Mean-Shift used to calculate area of an object on the track. The distance obtained through this method results in a less suitable distance value of 5.51% from the real distance. Other characters are in shape, which is to detect circle objects. There are many methods to detect circles, among others with the Circle Hough Transform (CHT) [9] - [11] . This method is especially helpful because of the tough characteristics. The results of the experiments experienced that this algorithm can detect the concentric circles of some forms of imagery that are incomplete and have a high efficiency in detecting circle shape [9] .
In some cases, several analyzes were carried out combining two methods between feature extraction and object tracking. For example, the characteristics of SIFT and Mean-Shift used to track a picture object [6] or moveable objects (changeable) [12] , and tracking objects with the merger of the two methods ASIFT and Mean-Shift, which in its analysis produced some important points where the value of accuracy achieved is 30% to track objects [1] . Mean-Shift is a method that cannot adapt to significant changes. The CAMSHIFT algorithm is used to detect an adaptive object tracking. This method is an excellent tracking method to any object. It needs to be understood that this method is a modification of the Mean-Shift algorithm. In addition, there are many experiments on the accuracy of combining methods between Blob Detection with CAMSHIFT accuracy results were 96.6%. It is compared to combine the CHT method with CAMSHIFT accurate results were 100% for a maximum distance of 500 cm [11] .
From previous research, there has been no creation of a robot vision that can overcome ball detection and tracking quickly and precisely. The aim to be achieved is to optimize the incorporation of the CHT and CAMSHIFT methods in order to track the ball object up to a distance of 1000 cm. The object tracking is applied to a robot vision in the process of detecting and tracking objects quickly and accurately. The robot vision is used to follow the movements of the moving ball.
Research Methods

Object Detection with CHT Algorithm
Circle Hough Transform (CHT) is one of the popular image processing algorithms in detecting objects that are round or circle. Basically, the CHT is the development of the Hough Transform [9] . One example is implemented by Hollit and Johnston to recognize detection feature in radio astronomy [13] . In its implementation, algorithm CHT perform mapping against the points on the image into the image parameters based on a function which defines a form which will be detected [14] . To detect circles by using the algorithm of the CHT, it takes some parameters that can be seen in Figure 2 [15]. On the circle has three parameters , , and . Where ( , ) is the center of the inner circle with and , is the radius. Members of the circle parameters can be directly known at the edge of the circle with Equation 1 and 2 [9] , [10] , [14] .
= + cos
where ( , ) : the center point of the circle.
( , ) : members of the pixels at the edge of the circle. : radius on the circle.
This step can be obtained by the basic algorithm of Hough, with Canny edge detection techniques. It can be seen in Figure 3 , searching the circle can be done on the space of perimeters by performing the accumulation of circles that are obtained. 
Object Tracking with CAMSHIFT Algorithm
CAMSHIFT is the development of an algorithm of Mean-SHIFT [16] . This algorithm repeatedly performs adaptation to the probability distribution of the color-changing each video frame turnover [17] . This method is the next step after the detection of objects successfully conducted using CHT algorithmic. To conduct the process of tracking, this algorithm requires two values enter i.e. Value of HSV and starting positions of objects are located. Therefore, the result value of HSV and position objects that are retrieved to the algorithm CHT, directly fed into the search parameters on the CAMSHIFT. The parameters in the CAMSHIFT will conduct localizations shift calculation of midpoint (centroid) at each pixel is processed, as seen in Figure 4 [18] . The flowchart is created for processing this algorithm in Robot Vision as in Figure 5 . This is a flow system that applied to Robot Vision, which enables the robot can recognize objects appropriately. 
Results and Analysis
The first experiment was to test the detection ball using CHT. Earlier, the first done setting limitations value HSV to do an orange color filter. It can be seen from Table 1 , performed a few experiments with a set range of HSV as in Figure 5 . Table 1 . By setting the HSV has been set, it is obtained good detection results to detect the object ball. In Figure 6 , the obtained results are full of the circular edge detection. These lines will do accumulation calculations for the determined line that the circle formed is the object sought. Now it will try for a different background than ever. There are the results obtained by processing as in Figure 7 . It can be seen from Figure 6 and Figure 7 , the algorithm CHT can read the line edge that is not intact most of at least half of the circle. The robot can detect the position (location) of the object coordinates correctly.
In the second experiment, the data are obtained from the algorithm CHT i.e. value of HSV and point the location at an object. Then, the data are fed into the calculation parameters CAMSHIFT. Prior to the iteration calculation, first made the histogram on the location object is detected on the original image as in Figure 8 . To perform object tracking with CAMSHIFT, pseudocode can be used as below.
For image (src, center, radius) imgROI = image.size(), center, radius; // setROI image Dilate -> image; // fill hole image RotateRec track = Camshift(src, imgROI);// Tracking object return image
Histogram calculation results that are sought made the image circle reposition the object being tracked. By applying the pseudocode at above, this method can do tracking on the object search based on a histogram of such objects as in Figure 9 . In Figure 9 , the ball can be tracked by performing iterations of the histogram that is already determined. The movement of the objects can be tracked perfectly and regularly performing a histogram adaptation happens at the ball. When the ball was exposed to excessive light, the histogram will change and will also change the calculation of the position on the object. It happens as well when the object does not fully enter the tracking frame, so only half of the object being tracked by robots.
The experiment is done again to find out how far a distance which can be reached by this method. The distance is tested starting from 100 cm up to 900 cm, the results of this test can be seen in Table 2 . 
Conclusions
Robot Vision that is created by using the merge of two methods has its own advantages. The robot can detect and track objects that are specified precisely. There are some constraints when the object is more than 900 cm, i.e. the robot cannot recognize and track the object. So the robot will stop in the distance. Time which is taken to track the objects is also relatively fast namely 0.1073 seconds. Although at the time of the identification of the object with the algorithm CHT takes a relatively long time, but it will not affect the CAMSHIFT algorithm to track the object quickly. It is because the method of CHT is only done once when making the identification of the object. It can be concluded that this method can overcome the robot in identifying and tracking objects with precise and fast. For the future, this method could be developed further by embedding expert system to recognize some of the ball, where the ball should be tracked and which are not.
